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A special thanks to all our volunteers who have made it possible to put
together what we hope to be an engaging, stimulating and useful programme.
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Keynote & Workshop

Sessions

Keynote speaker: Professor Richard Easther
How Big is the Sky?
I will survey the history of scientific efforts to answer the question “how big is the sky?”, beginning with Greek determinations of the size of the Earth and
ending with recent astronomical measurements that reveal the overall scale of the Universe. These measurements are often based on very simple ideas which
provide multiple opportunities to make connections with the history and practice of science.

Keynote speaker: Associate Professor Michèle R. Prinsep, The University of Waikato
From Land to Sea & Macro to Micro: Natural Products from Microorganisms & Marine Invertebrates
Natural Products (secondary metabolites) are of interest to chemists (and others) for many reasons, including their structural complexity, diversity and
often very potent biological activity. This talk will cover some of the natural products isolated within our group from both terrestrial and marine organisms
and look at past and current projects. This will serve to emphasise some of the trends in the natural products area and also the interdisciplinary nature of
this type of research. It will also illustrate the importance and relevance of natural products chemistry (and indeed of Chemistry as a discipline) to many
aspects of our everyday lives.
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Mike Stone

Dr Tracey Greenwood

Dr Simon Taylor

Measuring Progress in
Year 9 & 10 Science

Connection and Relevance: Why
Teaching Evolution is Important

Tricks, Tips and Toys – Rethinking
Science Demonstrations

What does it mean to measure progress in years
9 & 10 science? Measuring progress implies
the use of some sort of benchmark to measure
against. In other subjects the curriculum
provides a way of measuring progression.
However, as the science content is different
at different curriculum levels only NoS
achievement objectives provide a progression
that could be used to measure against – a
benchmark? What tools are we best to use –
the ARBs? Or Thinking with Evidence? Is it
valid and appropriate to assess using A/M/E?
Where do the Science Capabilities fit in?
At present many schools are grappling with
these questions with no clear answers. Rather
than all of us reinventing the wheel let’s try and
work on it together. Come along and share
what you are experimenting with, join the
debate and at least gain some direction, if not
some clarity.

Evolutionary theory unifies all the life sciences.
It continues to form the basis of productive and
active research even after 140 years and it is so
widely accepted in the scientific community
that one might question why we still need to
teach its basic principles. How can we teach
the basics of evolutionary theory and still find
time to prepare our students for a technologybased future? In this workshop, I will present
the case for new approaches to teaching
evolution. Providing contexts relevant to
today’s students is the key to engagement, and
cements evolutionary theory as a vehicle for
constructing useful, answerable questions.

Simon will present about 20 classic demos,
e.g. ‘Water into Wine’, ‘Gas in a bag’ ‘Water in
a jar’ and also not so usual practical demos for
junior science classes, e.g. ‘Barbie and Ken go
on holiday’.
Simon will discuss the significance of the Nature
of Science strand behind the demonstrations
and the importance of students having
opportunities to be curious and being able to
observe and infer. The Nature of Science does
not come about my accident in lessons – so as
teachers how do we deliberately incorporate
and integrate it into our lessons?
The Science Capabilities (Ministry of Education,
2014) have been identified from the Nature of
Science strand in the New Zealand Curriculum
where students are urged to bring a scientific
perspective to decisions and actions. They are
encouraged to:
Gather & interpret data – Learners make
careful observations and differentiate between
observation and inference.
Use evidence – Learners support their ideas
with evidence and look for evidence supporting
others’ explanations.
Critique evidence – Not all questions can be
answered by science.
Interpret representations – Scientists represent
their ideas in a variety of ways, including
models, graphs, charts, diagrams and written
texts.
Engage with science – This capability requires
students to use the other capabilities to engage
with science in ‘real life’ contexts.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UC_8qKR0k799TP6jY1hlH6pg

Peter Sutton & Google
Ambassadors
Microsoft Classrooms
Digital
technologies
and
e-learning are located at the
intersection of the Science
Capabilities and the principles of
21st Century Learning Design.
The more obvious of these is
‘Gathering and interpreting data’
which aligns with ‘Knowledge
construction’, and ‘Real world
problem solving’ is almost
synonymous with ’Engaging with
science’.
The
education
affordances
provided by the Office 365 and
Office 2016 tools available to all
teachers and students through
the MOE Microsoft education
licensing agreement support these
principles. In this presentation
the application of “Microsoft
in the classroom” to teaching,
learning and investigation in
Science is explored through
examples including science fair.

Dr Paul Lowe

Bruce Richards

Kay & Maree

Student Centred Learning:
Team-Based Inquiry
Learning

Advice from a Top Teacher

ABA Resources Ltd:
Introducing New Junior
Science Resources

Educators cite student centred
learning as a desirable classroom
environment. This presentation/
workshop
highlights
some
strategies on ‘how’ this can
be achieved and its impact on
student attitudes and learning
outcomes.
Student selected teams of three
have been shown to be the
most effective, its easy for all
team members to engage and
differentiated learning is enabled.
Guided inquiry questions should
be ‘rich’, relevant, engaging and
appropriate to the learner and
their culture. These strategies
have been demonstrated to be
effective in regular classrooms
regardless of the ability level
of the students.
Intellectual
engagement,
deep
thinking
skills, independent learning and
cooperation are encouraged. The
shift in pedagogy from teacher
to student centred learning in
teams is a significant pedagogical
shift that needs to be effectively
managed.
Assessment for
learning is ongoing and supports
appropriate skills development.
Students themselves help drive
this shift.

Bruce has spent 36 years in
classroom and his involvement
with students extends beyond
the classroom to include –
Boarding Housemaster, hockey
coach and technical support for
Performing Arts. His view on
education is thought provoking
and he is a plethora of knowledge.
His advice and guidance has
been appreciated greatly by the
St Peter’s Staff.
• A philosophy of education.
• Relationship between teacher
and student.
• The most important things a
teacher should do and the least
important.
• How to stay sane and finish up
satisfied with what you have
done.

ABA Resources is a NZ owned,
Boutique Educational Publishing
Company.
Our mandate is
to provide innovative Science
material that is directly related
to the NZ School Curriculum.
We deliver interactive material
to students so that they will be
‘switched on’ and excited about
Science at all class levels.
It is essential that quality learning
occurs for every student and we
believe our resources specifically
do this. Our intention is also to
support teachers and assist them
to enhance their own classroom
programmes.
We have been pioneers of
workbooks over the past 30
years and were the initiators of
mini-workbooks early in the new
millennium.
We use Practising Classroom
Teachers in their specialised
subject areas to write, edit and
improve our interactive and very
popular publications.
This
year
we
introduced
interactive online eLearning
resources for the 3 external Level 1
Science Achievement Standards
(1.1, 1.5 and 1.9). It is evident in
the current educational climate
that many secondary schools
want their students to be exposed
to an online digital platform.
At this symposium, we are excited
to introduce our NEW Junior
Science resources for 2017 which
encompass the Nature of Science.
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Google Classroom affords teachers and students
the opportunity to work collaboratively in real
time. Using collaborative worksheets (Google
Docs), spread sheets (Google sheets) drawings
(Google Drawings), teachers via Google
Classroom are now able to set up investigations
where students can gather, critique, analyse,
validate and interpret data (science capabilities)
in real time as well as receive online help and
immediate feedback. The presentation will give
an overview of how this has been implemented
and show you how to set a Google Classroom
activity in a collaborative and meaningful way
whether it is for Primary or Year 13 students.

Learn how to utilise a basic micro controller
(MaKey MaKey) and along with easy-to-code
projects for kids, build scientific instruments
such as rain gauges and anemometers to help
them get started in the realm of science.

Chemical demonstrations are important tools
in teaching. They could be used to maintain a
greater interest in Science, to show chemical and
physical changes, to help students understand
different types of the reactions. Teachers can
use them as a starter activity or to demonstrate
chemical concepts and processes.
During this session you will be presented with
the collection of Chemistry demonstrations
that will be useful for teaching either Junior or
Senior Science and Chemistry.

How and where do you find the best
eLearning tools for Biology from
year 9-13? Mike shares his methods
of discovery, best finds and explains
how you can be part of building a
shared resource for New Zealand
Biology teachers.

STEM is a term being used
frequently in a range of
settings.
Some primary
schools are even building
dedicated STEM labs. So
what exactly does this mean?
What does learning look like
in a STEM lab? And what are
the implications for secondary
schools as a result?

This workshop will be a broad
discussion on the interface
between school and university.
Where a forum type approach
will be used and topics such as
the correlation between choices
of NCEA topics and subsequent
success at university will be
discussed. Richard will also
speak
about
pedagogical
innovation that is happening at
The University of Auckland.

Silverback Academic Media are a team
of remarkable, passionate, and curious
teachers who have successfully
established themselves as the
pre-eminent
science
workbook
producers in New Zealand.
The workbooks we produce are
called ‘sciPADs’ and over the last five
years they have revolutionised the
workbook market. Used in over 300
secondary schools, sciPADs are widely
recognised as the most innovative,
engaging, and accessible workbooks
available.
We are genuinely stoked to have an
opportunity to give something back to
all of you that have supported us. At
this symposium we are really looking
forward to showing you the entire
range of sciPADs as the reasons why
these workbooks are so successful. We
also have some amazing give-aways
and prizes for you.
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Are there some chemistry demos you weren’t
aware of or haven’t done in ages? I have picked
up a range of ideas (a lot thanks to Facebook
and Steve Spangler) that I have gone on to try
for myself. In this workshop I will present
several of these and we can discuss how to
incorporate them into both senior and junior
classes, e.g. how to get coloured peroxide
snake, how to make a sugar-carbon snake with
no oleum...

Learn how to utilise a basic micro controller
(MaKey MaKey) and along with easy-to-code
projects for kids, build scientific instruments
such as rain gauges and anemometers to help
them get started in the realm of science.

“In a classroom that uses assessment to support
learning, the divide between instruction and
assessment blurs”. (Leahy, Lyon, Thompson &
Wiliam, 2005).
In this workshop, teachers will explore
assessment for and as learning. We will
investigate ways to carry out assessment that:
• Provides information to modify and
differentiate teaching and learning activities
• Develops and supports metacognition
for students – i.e. active control over the
cognitive processes engaged in learning.
We will look at some of the key ways that
teachers can carry out such assessment in a
manageable way. Participants will have time
to work collaboratively to develop some quick
formative assessment for their classrooms.

The goal of the session is to
share some of the aspects we’ve
experimented with over the last
year or 3. A Google Drive will be
made available with many of the
resources mentioned, and hopefully
be further populated with ideas/
content from physics teachers
attending.
Discussion of what
others have found useful and more
efficient will hopefully also happen.
The session will start with sharing
some things we’ve experimented
with recently:
• use of Google Sites, Google
Drive, Google Classroom and
other methods during internally
assessed L1/2/3 physics units
but also YouTube channels for
external content & scholarship.
• our ‘Friday flashbacks’ that we’ve
tapped into during term 2/3
to keep external material fresh
while the year scrolls by… has
worked best in L2 and L3.
• our ever-evolving way of piecing
a year together: order of units for
2017 in L1/2/3 physics.
• our hope to further embed
USB and/or bluetooth sensors
into practicals (using student
laptops).
• how we’ve cannibalised old
review material for this year
– and a few of us have tried to
utilise collaborative Google-Docs
for student driven ‘meta-analysis’
of external exam concepts.

Earth and Space Science
(ESS) covers earth, ocean,
atmosphere and astronomy
contexts. In this talk, Jenny
Pollock will show how the
considerable flexibility of
the ESS standards can give
students a broad background
suitable for careers in Earth
Sciences, Marine Science
and Environmental Science.
Students
also
explore
important planetary issues
and how scientists study the
Earth System. Jenny will also
cover the requirements of ESS
Scholarship, which assesses
the Planet Earth and Beyond
plus the Nature of Science
Achievement Objectives at
Level 8 of the curriculum.

With
a
background
in
immunology and vaccine
development, Dr Liz Carpenter
has worked at research
institutes and universities
in New Zealand, Australia,
Scotland and Kenya. However,
Dr Carpenter began her
working career as a science/
biology teacher in Dunedin and
still enjoys the opportunity to
work with school students and
science teachers. Currently,
Liz is Principal Scientist at the
Dairy Goat Co-operative in
Hamilton.
Liz will present a workshop
“Beginners
Guide
to
Immunology” and demonstrate
practical examples of how this
was presented to an extension
Year 7/8 class at Hukanui
Primary school over a group of
sessions. The series culminated
in an evening of education and
entertainment (dramas, short
stories, poetry, posters and
models) for parents with the
students demonstrating how
engaged they became with
their subject. Liz then worked
with the Science Learning Hub
to ensure her resources are
available for others to share this
fascinating subject with their
students.

This workshop will showcase the
latest developments of the Science
Learning Hub. It will demonstrate
its connections with some of New
Zealand’s top scientists and explore
how it brings current scientific
knowledge and understanding into
the classroom and beyond. We will
workshop ways to utilise the Hub’s wide
range of content effectively in your
teaching and learning. The Science
Learning Hub (www.sciencelearn.org.nz)
is funded by the Ministry of Business,
Innovation and Employment within
the Curious Minds initiative and is a
freely accessible online resource.
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